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1. EDITORIAL 

Dear Brethren, 
 

The Basant panchami day  is auspicious for us. The message of 

the day on this 152nd year of Lalaji Era, we are reminded by our 

Master of our duty. “We should utilize this occasion in getting 

into the Master and Master alone, which will act as food and 

tonic for spiritual elevation.”We are beset by several 

distractions in life that act as severe impediments to our spiritual 

aspiration. Our own desires, our judgements, our perceptions 

about others and expectations on others keep us negatively 

brooding most of the time. Food is for sustenance and survival 

whereas tonic is for growth of the body. The suggestion of the 

Master on this pious occasion acts not just for our spiritual 

survival but also our spiritual growth. It is an anti-dote to 

negative brooding and we can cultivate it as a wholesome habit. 

 

Happy Basant Panchami 152 LE.  

In service of the Master 

Vidyadhar 

 



 
 

2. Quest of the Highest Truth – Hint at the 
Fourth stage 

-Samarth Guru Lalaji Maharaj 
 

O, Sadhu! The one form pervades all  

There is no difference between one drop and another: 

The sea and the drop are one  

Sea in the drop and the sea as the drop,  

This is the truth and none.  

Behind the drop the sea extends,  

The sea supports the drop.  

To make the drop realize the ocean  

Is all the Reality.  

Conception crept up in the sea  

That it is but a drop 

Knowledge removed the misconception;  

Difference never again will crop.  

False is the delusion, false is the concept,  

False are the affairs of the world.  

When we know that all is false,  

All the opposites end. 



 
 

Brahman is free from opposite states, whereas the Jiva or 

individual soul lives in the contradictory states. This has the 

qualities of pulling and becoming tight whereas the Brahman is 

free from unrest as there is no feeling of happiness in Him. The 

individual soul, in its desire for life, craves for happiness and 

escapes sorrow. 

Sorrow is the result of the individual soul being a part, and 

because it is desirous of happiness, it experiences sorrow. There 

is wholeness, perfection and fullness in Brahman. He wants 

neither living (life) nor happiness. Therefore, there is no sorrow 

for Him. 

Knowledge is the state of imperfection. Wherever there is 

knowledge, there is the triad or triune state of knowledge, 

knower and the known, resulting in limitation. But when there is 

no limitation in the Brahman, how would you establish the triad? 

As the Brahman is perfect, how can there be any supposition and 

illusion in Him? Supposition and illusion can only be found in the 

Jiva which is imperfect. The Brahman has no idea of His 

completeness and perfection. Whatever attributes are found in 

Him, they are only from the point of view of Jiva. The Brahman 



 
 

does not call Himself Sachchidananda. He neither believes in 

Karma nor does He call Himself perfect. It is the Jiva that thinks 

Him to be so, and keeps Him as its final goal. If the Brahman says 

that He is complete, then it means that He has the idea of part 

and whole and, when the knowledge or idea of part creeps in, He 

ceases to remain complete or perfect. The part and the whole 

are two classes which cannot be called one (and the same) under 

any circumstances. 

Desire in the individual soul or Jiva is due to the impression, or 

the illusion, of its being part, because to the view that sees unity 

in all, a drop appears to have lost its existence in the ocean. To 

such a view the ocean is but a vast and limitless drop in which 

there are no parts (divisions). This is one aspect. Another thing is 

that if, due to some reason, the drop has the knowledge of its 

being separate, it should also think that there is the ocean at the 

background of each and every drop, and that it is itself one with 

the ocean, having mingled in it. Then when one-ness sets in, 

where does the illusion of separate-ness of the ocean and the 

drop remain? The Jiva does not even think like this. If it thinks as 

such, then too the idea of separates, deficiency and of being part 

would not worry it. Such belief (faith) is the first step towards the 



 
 

attainment of the final goal. This is called 'the knowledge of the 

word' or Vachik jnan which is existence — Sathpana along with 

which there is the body — Shaareeriktha. The middle knowledge 

is called 'the true knowledge' or Yathartha Jnan which is the 

result of this thought and contemplation and is called knowledge 

or Chit pana, The final (end) knowledge is called the 'real 

knowledge' or knowledge of the same form — Tadroopa jnan, 

which is supreme bliss, and which is such an intoxicated condi-

tion that it knows no sorrow at all. It has also no feeling of bliss in 

it. It is perfect, complete, and It alone is Brahman. 

* * * 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

3. RAGHUPATI RAGHAV RAJA RAM 

- Samarth Guru Lalaji Maharaj 
 

The spiritual meaning of a line from a famous song in praise of 

God is written briefly, for the benefit of the readers. It is hoped 

that there will be a feeling of bliss, when it is contemplated with 

attention. 

I hope every body knows the straight meaning of “Raghupati 

Raghava Raja Ram, patit pavan Seetaram.” But there is a deep 

philosophy hidden in its bottom. It is known to every body that 

one thing that keeps the Creation durable and alive is 

worry/care/concern (Chinta), which is hidden in the whole body 

and works in two ways. If that is not there, no being can be called 

a living being.  

A flow emerges from Zaat Hakheekat ie.Sat Lok at the time of 

Creation, in an Aksi way. We call it as a flow of consciousness. 

The downward flow is of two types. One is name and the second 

is form. I am not going to deal with name at present since the 

matter becomes difficult and big. Therefore I will try to explain 

the reality of form. 



 
 

Light and heat settles in two forms. Light, splendour, Tajalli 

(irradiation), light rays on one side and heat, warmth, strength, 

shakti on the other side. Vivekshakti, gyan, intelligence, warmth, 

strength and shakti, appear to be working together in the jeeva. 

The body will be dead, if they are not there. In the Brahmand, 

Sun is considered as the biggest being, which is a store house of 

light and warmth. It is beyond explanation that every thing in the 

Creation has light and warmth, against that Moon has darkness 

and cold. 

Human being is the best in the Creation and a person having 

more strength and intelligence is called a Raja. Kshatriya dharma 

not only needs strength and warmth but it is also necessary to 

have firm knowledge. 

After so much preface, I will come to the main subject. Tajalli 

(irradiation), splendour(Prakash), ray of the light, gyan, 

intelligence, viveka are called Raghu. Among the Kshatriya 

community, who ever became a Raja from the family of surya 

vamsh, are called so because of their internal relation with 

Prakash and gyan and they became famous as Raja Raghava, for 

having these qualities. They were Raghupati ie in addition to the 

light and warmth, they had deep relation with Brahmavidya and 

they were authority in that. Raghav is an embodiment of gyan 



 
 

and strength. He not only knows about gyan and strength, but 

also takes work from them. It is not a perfection to have a quality 

and keep it in custody, but it has to be used for the good of 

others and to lift the down trodden is the human perfection. It is 

not wrong to call a Kamil (poorna) man as Raghav. In reality, the 

goal of Creation is a Kamil person. The goal of a Kamil person is 

to develop all the external and internal organs to a balanced 

state. Even now, if Raghav progresses, he can be a Raja or Vali 

and Mahatmas. 

A Raja is a one, who can dominate over all the gyanis of his 

kingdom and his Will power dominates over all. A strong person 

is called a Raja, when no particle in the Brahmand is empty and 

his light and strength works all over and all the work stops with 

out that power. This Atma shakti is called Raja Ram, which is in 

every nerve and playing its role. 

A wrong doer is called Patit. Wrong is darkness and it goes away 

with the coming of fire and light and in the company of a 

Stitapragna, it becomes weak and useless and dwindles. Such a 

personality, who can absorb the wrong, is called Patit Pavan. 

Now, think over as to who can be a Patit Pavan. The answer is, 

one who is having strength/power. Whose will power is strong 

and firm and can move the mountain. Who is having own light 



 
 

and nearer to spirituality. Whose heavenly light can destroy the 

thickest darkness. These are the attributes of a Raja Ram, who is 

in himself an embodiment of light and power/strength. Along 

with Him, there should be His true helper Seeta ie.Shakti, firm 

will power. Our Namaskar to Ram, the embodiment of light and 

His strong and firm will power Seetaji and their established place 

i.e. the pure Personality (Manushyatv) of present Guru Maharaj.  

 

* * * 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 
 

4. MASTER WHO LEADS TO REALISATION 
- Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj 

(Message at Madras on 24-02-1973 
At the Birth Centenary of Lalaji Maharaj) 

We have assembled here on a very auspicious occasion to 

celebrate the Birth Centenary of our Great Master Samartha 

Guru Sri Ram Chandraji Maharaj of Fatehgarh (U.P.). We should 

utilize this occasion in getting into the Master and Master alone, 

which will act as food and tonic for spiritual elevation. 

Remembrance should be in a way that we feel the thought of 

remembrance oozing out from the objects everywhere. It is the 

real remembrance which mortals can have. It is a play for our 

good. 

Now a new chapter opens in the web of life. The effect of our 

deep devotion begins to resound in a way, that we feel the 

Ultimate is remembering us. That is the justice of Divinity. When 

you have played your part fully well, the Ultimate cannot fall 

short in playing His part. That is only a beginning of the higher 

sort of spirituality. As a result of it, our senses become 

summarised to have their own share in the Being. This is my 

experience. 



 
 

When they are summarised, they become a new force for our 

regeneration. Now, this is another instrument for our help. 

When this thing is attained, we have formed a base for our 

further approaches.  It begins to modify itself when the effect of 

Divinity starts to percolate. The base becomes a sort of force and 

begins to reinforce the substance required for our elevation. 

When the base is formed within us, the charging with its 

contents, is also there affecting the entire fibre of our being. 

These contents are the ingredients of real life which we can 

safely call “Life in Life”. The main difficulty we find is that all our 

actions are directed unwisely. Actions are results of thoughts and 

thoughts are our own actions. Truly speaking, we give wrong 

suggestions to the mind. People can object to it. How do we give 

such suggestions? The environment creates the circumstances to 

have such ideas. We move in that sort of environment. 

The rishis of yore used to recommend people to go into the 

forest or the hills, where the environments are natural. The place 

recommended was to be far from human habitation. If one goes 

to a high peak of a mountain, he will only find a sort of echo and 

not any thought. Purity starts from being and impurities are the 

result of the wrong suggestions and improper utilization of the 

inner environment. When all these are combined, a narrowness 

of views is effected and this is one of the factors for creating a 



 
 

sort of confusion, sometimes automatically and sometimes 

forced by circumstances. When all these things are accumulated, 

they bring different colours. This affects the lower part of mind 

which gives direction to higher part of it. Now, your direction is 

not correct; so mind itself becomes thorny. We do not create 

congenial vibrations because we move contrary to Reality. 

Before the world was born, a balanced state prevailed. When 

the balance was disturbed, we came into existence. I do not want 

to elaborate the subject metaphysically. The thought for creation 

stirred up near about the Centre and energy began to flow out. 

What was that? That the First Mind — pure and simple, and that 

has woven all our frame and structure. It brought purity with it 

which is still maintained. So, when we begin to give wrong 

suggestions, the mind which is absolutely pure, expels them in 

order to maintain its eternal purity. That is the cause of thoughts. 

In reality, it sends out the contents which appear like a fog 

covering a certain surface. We call them thoughts. When we are 

attentive to the thoughts, their power develops. If any of you 

breed the divine thoughts, mind will grasp it and will not eject 

them because, it is the real nature of mind since it has come 

from the real Artery. 



 
 

If a man wants to work out the problems of his life easily, he 

should give right suggestions to the mind. It is the condition 

which comes by practice and proper moulding of one's self. It is 

very easy to remain in one's own condition which is divine. It is 

the sure process for evolution. A little inclination towards the 

attainment of the Reality, will start weaving the future. 

There are so many processes prevalent in India and they may 

be correct. But what is correctness? The process which may put 

you in the undisturbed State. Vibrations should become all 

divine. How does it happen? When heaviness is gone, then only 

the thing behind the scene opens to the mind. If any of the 

methods brings about desired result, it is genuine, right and 

natural. Out of so many methods you have to seek one for 

yourself which may bring out this state. If you are really trying for 

that and have got a real Master, the things become very easy and 

a good deal of time and effort is saved. People can ask “How to 

get such a Master?”. As an answer to it, I can safely say, “How 

can one get such a disciple who may follow what is said above?”. 

I must say, for entering into the vast ocean, swimmers and 

swimming, both are needed. So Swimming is the part of 

swimmer and to teach swimming is the part of Master. We can 

get such a Master as can lead us to the extent of his approach, if 

we follow him earnestly. But really speaking, such a Master is 



 
 

required as may be able to foment us by his divine power. There 

are stages in the cosmic regions which we have to cross and 

indeed we proceed to a certain length. Afterwards the power of 

the abhyasi fails to get at the subtle force. It is very difficult to 

cross it unless and until a push is given to the next step and that 

is the Master's work. 

I have come across many a person who argues with that in 

him which is not in Himself. Some also say, they have made their 

conscience as Guru or Master. But I am sure, they have not made 

conscience as their Guru but their own ego. The conscience, as 

described in the Shastras, is made of four things — Manas 

(mind), Chit (deeper conscience), Budhi (cognition) and Ahankara 

(ego). If all these become perfectly purified, conscience will give 

you only correct signals. 

After the purification of these things there come the higher 

powers. And at the same time purity has now begun all round. I 

hope people will excuse if I add a little more in the context that 

incorrect way of worship will lead to the incorrect result. 

We all desire for realization, but have no yearning for it. I pray 

that we all return to our original condition and see the difference 

between the earthly and heavenly life! 



 
 

5. Some Common Errors in Meditation 
– Sri. Ishwar Sahai 

The regular process followed under the Sahaj Marg system is 

meditation on heart, thinking of the presence of the Divine Light 

there. It is a simple process but sometimes, due to complexities 

of thought in individual cases, complications arise which deprive 

an Abhyasi of the full advantage thereof. For this particular 

purpose an endeavour is made to clear some of the technical 

points of the process which are commonly misunderstood. 

In the first place, it must be clearly noted that we mean to 

practice meditation and not concentration. Concentration brings 

to our mind the idea of fixing rigidly on one and the same 

thought. This naturally leads us to apply the force of will for the 

suppression of mind or driving out irrelevant ideas. But 

experience shows that the more we exert ourselves to it, the 

stronger grows the reaction in the heart and the rush of thoughts 

grows more intense. Consequently the Abhyasi remains involved 

in the mental struggle all the while and there is practically no 

meditation at all. We start with Dhyan or meditation, and when 

we get absorbed in it we reach the preliminary state of Samadhi 

or concentration. This sort of concentration should not be 

confused with concentration defined above, which required 



 
 

exertion of will power. For such concentration an Abhyasi need 

not struggle within himself. It is the natural outcome of 

meditation when one’s being merges into one thought or feeling. 

Thus, real concentration follows meditation in due course. It 

would, therefore, be a wrong process to take up to 

concentration first. So, an Abhyasi must practice meditation in a 

simple and natural way, keeping away from the idea of 

concentration. Meditation implies a sense of thinking over and 

over again. At the initial stages it may be with breaks and 

interruptions but after some time it forms a connected link of 

unconscious thought in the sub-conscious mind. That is the true 

form of meditation. With this view we must only take up 

meditation without the least effort to concentrate and go on 

with it in the simplest way avoiding all physical and mental 

strain. 

The next mistake which sometimes baffles an Abhyasi and of 

which he often complains-is that he is not able to see the light or 

to grasp the exact location of the heart. This is but an error of 

understanding. It is not the actual visualization of the light that is 

necessary for the purpose but only a faint idea of it in the form of 

mere supposition. Those who hanker after visualization of Light 

mean to put it under a material cloak which must necessarily be 

the outcome of their own imagination. Thus, the thing coming to 



 
 

view, if at all, would be artificial and not the real one. Moreover, 

the light is not our goal. We take it up only as a base for the 

thought to rest upon, in order to proceed by it to the Possessor 

of the Real Light or glory. In this way we mean to proceed from 

the quality to substance, from the apparent to the Real. So it is 

quite immaterial whether we see the light at all or not. The 

proper course would therefore be to turn one’s attention gently 

towards the heart and suppose the presence of Divine light 

there. All efforts to localize the position of heart or visualize the 

light must be avoided. 

Another difficulty which sometimes arises relates to the feeling 

of awareness during meditation. Generally it happens that after 

starting meditation with a conscious idea of the object he is 

gradually drifted into a state of apparent forgetfulness. In such a 

case, he generally concludes that he had drifted away from the 

point and had missed meditation for the time. But it is not so. 

The awareness remains only so long as our thought remains in 

touch with the physical mind. But when it goes deeper into the 

finer layers of consciousness the physical awareness is lost 

although silent meditation goes on unconsciously in the sub-

conscious mind. The only thing to be done under the 

circumstances is to revert gently to the object, whenever one 



 
 

feels himself lost, and he should go into meditation again 

without the least worry for the previous unawareness. 

The other error, perhaps the most serious one, relates to the 

abnormal rush of thoughts during meditation. This is generally 

most annoying to an Abhyasi, though in fact it is not so if it is 

properly dealt with. The ceaseless flow of thoughts is not 

confined only to the meditation hours but it continues every 

moment. But it is more acutely felt during meditation because at 

that time we try to make ourselves empty of all thoughts and 

ideas. In other words, we try to create a thought-vacuum in our 

conscious mind. Now, just as the rush of air towards the vacuum 

is stronger so must the rush of thoughts be more forceful 

towards the thought-vacuum. There is a huge store of thoughts 

lying buried in the deeper layers of consciousness. When by the 

effect of meditation, a void is created in the conscious mind, the 

buried thoughts rise up and force their passage into the void 

affecting our grosser consciousness to some extent. The mind 

being unregulated begins to move in conjunction with them 

creating all sorts of troubles and disturbances. It is, in fact, not 

the rising of thoughts that is annoying to an Abhyasi but his own 

over-attention to them which brings him into direct conflict. The 

reaction thus caused makes thoughts all the more powerful and 

the trouble is aggravated. 



 
 

The commonly advised process for dealing with the situation is 

the suppression of mind by means of forced restraints and 

physical mortifications. Mind is generally represented as a restive 

horse which requires a sharp whip for keeping it under control. 

But, the whip may serve as means to keep the evil tendencies of 

the mind suppressed for a short-while, not allowing them to 

materialize into action. In other words, the evil within is retained 

just as it is and only its outward action is checked. How far this 

can be successful is a matter of serious doubt unless the mind is 

physically disabled to move that way, for the poison of evil, 

buried within, may at any time begin to display its action when 

perchance the control is relaxed. That means a life-long game of 

context involving all the risk of reverses and failures. Besides this, 

the physical suppression by strangulation of mind leads to 

internal grossness and renders the mind incapable of higher 

ascent in subtler planes. It is, in fact, not the controlling of mind 

that is suited to our purpose but its right moulding and the 

proper regulation of its activities. This can be affected not by the 

use of whip but only by purging out the evil through the process 

of internal cleaning. This is the only effective way for the 

transformation of the real being of man. 

Unfortunately there are some amongst the teachers professing 

to guide the people in spirituality who apply their material will-



 
 

force for suppressing the thoughts in order to create a state of 

coma. The Abhyasi who is incapable of understanding its true 

spirit feels greatly impressed since it offers him a sort of sensual 

pleasure which is grossly misinterpreted as ‘Anandam’. Nothing 

related with the working of senses can offer the real Anandam, 

and this being only a play of senses is far away from the range of 

spirituality. The state of suspension commonly misunderstood as 

peace, is likewise another serious error. It is more like a state of 

senselessness caused by the effect of chloroform, hence not the 

least spiritual in any way. Besides, the suspension of thoughts is 

greatly harmful for another reason too; if the buried thoughts 

are kept suppressed in the mind the chances of Bhoga or 

consumption are stopped. There can be no liberation unless the 

process of Bhoga is complete. Thus, the suspension of thoughts 

bars the door of liberation forever. 

For our spiritual purpose it is essential to make ourselves free 

from thoughts as far as possible, but it can never be effected by 

means of suppression but only by throwing out the poison from 

the mind, which would stop the creation of thoughts. The rising 

of buried thoughts helps to exhaust the store by effecting their 

Bhoga. Thus in due course, the Abhyasi becomes free from them 

and attains a harmonious state. His mind-lake is thus free from 

the ripples and perfect calmness begins to prevail within him. 



 
 

The proper course would, therefore, be to pay no heed to 

thoughts arising in the mind during meditation and to remain 

unmindful of them, treating them as ‘uninvited guests’. In this 

way their intensity will be lost, and they will cease to be a source 

of disturbance.  

 

* * * 
 
 
 

I would define a Mahatma as the most insignificant 
being or rather a neglected figure, beyond all feelings of 
greatness, pride or egoism, dwelling permanently in the 
state of complete self-negation. 

-Pujya Babuji Maharaj 

 

 

 
 

 



 
 

6. Proper Motivation  

- Sri K.C.Narayana 

My humble pranam to the Master and all his associates.  

I am indebted to all my brethren and co travelers in the Natural 

Path for participating in this auspicious 132nd Birthday 

celebrations of the Grand Master Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj of 

Fategarh. U.P. India. The study and practice of the Natural path is 

extremely beneficial and useful because in general all the 

goodness of human life and all of the ability within the context of 

human life actually benefit others and affect others in a positive 

way. The Great Master revived Pranahuti and offered us the 

services of the Special Personality. There cannot be a better way 

of loving the entire humanity and we are indebted forever in 

repaying the same with all consuming love and service to the 

Divine.  

The purpose of human life is to realize its nature and then 

Master has laid the methods and principles to achieve the same. 

We know that the genetic code of any healthy organization is to 

have the purpose and principle clearly understood, articulated, 

and commonly shared. We have over the decade proved to 

ourselves by holding the purpose and principles in common that 



 
 

we can dispense with the hierarchy of command and control. 

Our group knows how to behave in accordance with them, and 

we are doing it in many creative ways and we are now a set 

people who are holding a vital, living set of beliefs propounded 

and enunciated by our beloved Master. We are fully conscious of 

the role of Pranahuti and are trying our best to prove the claims 

of the Master that his method is effective, less time consuming 

and efficient. It is well known that as long as the followers of the 

way hold regular and frequent assemblies, in harmony they may 

be expected to prosper and not decline. I am happy to find that 

such is our fortune and may this last long till the entire humanity 

is covered under Masters' canopy. This auspicious day is another 

occasion which we are utilizing to express our gratitude and love 

to the Master and share our knowledge gained through practical 

sadhana in a spirit of co-operation and harmony and have fully 

the grace of the Master.  

According to the custom in our Path, offering prayer to the Great 

Master and expressing our gratitude to our Beloved Master Sri 

Ramchandraji Maharaj of Shahjahanpur, U.P. India precedes our 

daily practice. There are essentially three aspects to our sadhana. 

1. We should have proper motivation.  

2. We need to maintain proper posture and  



 
 

3. Adopt correct and effective techniques of meditation that 

leads us to our goal.  

We have had several occasions to share our knowledge and 

experience regarding the proper posture and adopting correct 

methods as given by the Master. Today I intend to speak on 

proper motivation that is required to progress in the spiritual 

path chartered by our great Master. 

Proper Motivation: 

When we speak of proper motivation we are talking of a state of 

mind which has a predetermined goal and a sincere dedication to 

the cause chosen by us out of our own volition. Now, we have all 

entered the gate of the Natural Path and that ensures that we do 

not have any negative motivation. We are very fortunate to have 

the motivation we do have, to practice the path. But, at the same 

time, because we are ordinary household people, at times our 

motivation may become somewhat impure. It is necessary, 

therefore, to turn inward, and to actually look at our motivation, 

and see what it really is. If our motivation is a good and genuine 

one, then we should delight in that and expand the same further. 

But if we find that our motivation is a negative one, is based on a 

fixation on a self and so on, then we have to simply ignore and 



 
 

generate a pure motivation. This is a great technique that Master 

has given us when he advised us to ignore all the thoughts other 

than the Pure One which we have chosen to meditate upon. We 

thus generate pure motivation. This aspect of letting go the 

various thoughts that arise in us which affect our pure 

motivation was sought to be tackled in a similar manner by many 

other methods also. 

There is in this method a hidden assumption: that as the 

Oneness is realized, the inappropriateness of the concepts that 

were dictating our mode of action and thinking processes will 

become apparent and would fall away. But we know that this 

assumption is not true and our persistent efforts in meditation 

and cleaning methods adopted by us have helped us little in this 

regard. We understand that it is easy to lose weight than will 

away unwanted memories, attachments and self concepts. Even 

when we see these mostly sub conscious self concepts as 

counter productive and fallacies, dissolving them have not been 

automatic; because these self concepts lie in sub conscious plane 

of the mind. The Subconscious mind it is now accepted learns or 

associates situations, actions and outcome in one exposure but 

under ordinary circumstances does not forget them or unlearn 

them even as the right protected computer memory. The need 



 
 

for Pranahuti then becomes more evident as our daily practice 

and experience suggests. 

But the subconscious holds within its bosom the pitfalls to grace. 

As the threat of the environment which is ever polluting the 

mental sphere becomes very obvious, we tend to seek seclusion 

and most of the meditators would have chosen the path of 

renunciation but for the effect of Pranahuti which informs every 

time the influx is had, that there is an essentially integrating and 

cohesive background behind all our apparently existing separate 

individual entities. The clarity regarding the goal to be achieved 

makes us maintain the pure motivation that is essential for 

success in sadhana. 

Now, when we consciously generate a pure motivation, initially it 

may seem as though we are faking something, but in the long 

term we understand that we are not really faking anything, 

because by intentionally cultivating this technique gradually it 

becomes real and very much part of ours. And here, by pure 

motivation, we mean the attitude that we are doing the practice 

of the Natural Path in order to benefit ALL BEINGS. Because we 

possess the beginningless habit of fixation on the self, it is 

natural for us, as far as our motivation goes, to desire our own 

happiness and our own benefit as our primary wish or goal. This 



 
 

is not a bad, it is just a small-minded or petty motivation. The 

small scope of this wish is to benefit only our self which is of self 

centeredness, and is in no way helpful for development beyond 

into the realms of Cosmic and Para Cosmic consciousnesses not 

to speak of the Ultimate Consciousness. Even if we were to suffer 

this defect in our motivation and recognize it as such, again we 

need to ignore this and let go of the self-obsessive quality of it, 

and generate the intention that what we are doing is of benefit 

to all beings. 

This motivation of wishing to practice and study in order to 

benefit all beings without exception is a type of mind that is 

required to practice the special technique of mediation on the 

point A. Without its purity of intention and motivation it will be 

futile to meditate on the point A: the path to the awakened 

mind. Those of us who try to do this meditation mechanically 

and as a matter of routine get frustrated because of this very 

reason. That is one of the reasons why many aspirants choose to 

ignore this most noble aspect of our sadhana. 

And this type of mind has two characteristics. The first is that it 

has compassion directed at all beings, which is to say that our 

intention is to benefit all beings. 



 
 

The second characteristic is that this mind has the intelligence or 

wisdom to know that the use of this means is to benefit all 

beings, for not merely a temporary benefit but for their ultimate 

liberation or their ultimate freedom. 

Praying for relief from suffering and miseries of a person or 

group of persons then becomes very subsidiary and secondary 

goal to the noble idea "that all are developing true love and 

devotion to the Master" given to us by the Master in his method.  

If any meaningful evolution towards a global consciousness or 

transformation of human beings into divine stature should 

happen first and foremost service we can do consciously is to 

participate by following this method with sincerity and devotion. 

It becomes thus very clear that we aim at possessing this 

impartial compassion and this intelligence or wisdom. This 

motivation is the pivot for understanding the Natural Path of our 

Master in the real sense of term. For a proper appreciation of 

this nature of mind the practice of the Commandments of the 

Master is of paramount importance. Thus the goal fixed for us, to 

gain Oneness with God essentially requires pure motivation and 

the attitude that we are doing the practice and study of the 

Natural path essentially for the development of the Universal 

consciousness. The Commandment 9 of the Master in its essence 



 
 

is only this. That is the doorway to Brahmand and further 

stations in the Path. 

The pure motivation means more than this. From very ancient 

times people were attracted to realisation or enlightenment 

though no clear understanding of the same is had by them. The 

yogis and mahatmas of the past and present are credited with 

paranormal faculties. The possibility of acquiring these faculties 

has been one of the major attractions of many people. However, 

great Masters from Sage Patanjali down to our beloved Babuji 

Maharaj said that though such powers may arise during the 

course of the journey to the goal, they are only side effects of 

development in the road to enlightenment and should not be 

confused with enlightenment itself. The Masters have cautioned 

and warned us that we would be side tracked if we seek such 

powers. The fact remains however that many persons seek such 

powers and others also request them to exercise them to their 

advantage. This is one of the negative motivations that sincere 

seekers should avoid. 

But the philosophy of self-esteem which promotes development 

of ego is too attractive for the sadhaka to easily ignore such 

appeals and requests for showering grace on what is called 

'deserving help' and it requires sufficient control over the jnana 



 
 

and karma indriyas including buddhi and manas to resist the 

same. Masters' protective hand alone has been saving persons 

who were faced with such requests for intervention. Surrender 

to the Will of the Master thus becomes absolute necessity in the 

more evolved persons. 

Another notion about enlightenment is that it is state of 

transcendental infallibility and unflappability. Master has 

asserted that Kama and Krodha will continue but many aspirants 

take it to mean either as a permission to indulge in them or 

totally neglect the knowledge and prefer to hold on to the old 

notions of the same.  

The notion that if anything can upset a person then such a 

person is not fully enlightened is the most commonly entertained 

thought perhaps based on scriptural authority and social 

convention. It is an acknowledged fact that being unemotional 

can be the result of drugs, depression, dementia or simply "who 

cares" attitude of persons. It is a fact that there are many 

enlightened persons in all traditions who loved their cause so 

dearly and fought for the same very aggressively and that they 

could also laugh, cry, play or over eat and also get angry if need 

be. 



 
 

Perfect behaviour in accordance with the customs and traditions 

in a society is also considered as one of the main qualities of an 

enlightened person. But admirable behaviour however desirable 

is not essential to enlightenment. Once we understand the real 

purpose behind such behaviour the fact of outwardly despicable 

behaviour may prove to be a camouflage for an enlightened 

behaviour. There are in fact many traditions in spirituality where 

the Masters act as harsh and irascible task Masters. To cite a 

case: Once a disciple offered a cup of tea to his master. The 

master had two or three sips of the same and threw the 

remaining on the disciple. When the disciple looked amazed at 

this unconventional and rude behaviour, the master remarked 

'you think the tea is good for my stomach and consider it dirt for 

your attire?' I do not here promote any bad conduct but only am 

stressing the fact that good conduct is not a part of 

enlightenment. Then questions like why Master has a hookah or 

Sri Krishna spoke lies and was known for unconventional ways of 

behaviour or how Balarama could be godly when he is a known 

drunkard would not arise the moment we accept their spiritual 

supremacy and Masterhood. Also you will be able to be kind to 

yourself when any such lapse occurs and continue with positive 

motivation. We need to know and acknowledge that we are not 

products of sin as some religions would try to convince us. 



 
 

Master says categorically in his message in 1970 that we are pure 

by birth because we descended from purity. 

Enlightenment is not any of these or all these and we should 

understand that many notions about the same, affect us to 

maintain pure motivation to do our sadhana. Enlightenment or 

realisation is discovering our true and real nature and become 

the Real Man. 

However many aspirants who have fixed up the goal when they 

start to practice, experience some apprehension and find they 

are not fit for the task. Master has clearly stated that such a fear 

is meaningless and stressed the need to have faith in oneself. He 

also stressed the need to have firm faith in the path and the 

Master. The method of meditation he has given us is simple and 

direct. The object of meditation should naturally be one in tune 

with the nature of the ultimate condition. All traditions stated 

that the nature of Ultimate consciousness is Light however 

differently they might have described the same. Master asks us 

to accept that idea of Light but not in any form and also says it is 

light without luminosity since that is finest and subtlest thought 

we can maintain.  

One of the abhyasis wrote to me that he was asked meditate and 

live with the idea that it is Master who is meditating and he is 



 
 

doing everything in life as if Master is doing it for him. I think I 

need to share my views on this. Master has accepted the idea of 

meditation on the Master provided such a Master is perfect and 

merged in the Ultimate consciousness. If the goal of realisation 

of real nature is for enhancing the compassion towards the 

humanity in particular and all beings in general we naturally can 

adopt this method because we find the Master as the 

embodiment of compassion and love as every one of us have 

experienced. This method then would be a technique for 

enhancing our own love and compassion. 

When we seek Oneness with the Master we understand that 

Master is not an external 'wisdom personality' but is essentially 

our internal sap which is the same as the Master. The fallacy of 

meditation on the form of the Master as external to us is what 

makes the method itself meaningless. When we adopt this 

method we should relate to Master as the embodiment of our 

own fundamental nature even as the last part of the Prayer 

suggests. 

It is true in some techniques that we adopt in cleaning processes 

we visualize the Master above our heads and we externalize him, 

nevertheless, because we are fundamentally viewing him as the 

embodiment of all perfections of all the Masters, which nature is 



 
 

what we strive for in our own essential nature and we wish to 

reveal this nature by removing the dirt and stains which obscure 

our true and real nature, it is not an act of externalization. 

In the meditation on the form of the Master apart from 

imagining that our true nature and that of the Master get 

merged we need to think of our body as his body, our speech as 

his speech, and our mind as his mind. Such a holistic and 

organismic and integral concept of Master is the basic format or 

basic technique of the meditation on the form of the Master. 

This should not be confused with any two or three dimensional 

versions of the form of Master who lived with us as one of us. 

The most essential and fundamental characteristic of this 

meditation is the awareness that Master embodies the peace 

and the all encompassing love and complete compassion. When 

we were asked to love the One who loves all, he was hinting this. 

The main advantage when we visualize our self as Master is we 

are not merely thinking of our body as a different type of body, 

we are relating to the body speech, and mind of the figure all at 

once. Now, in order specifically to relate to the Sri Ramchandras 

consciousness we should note that it is the light without 

luminosity that we are asked to meditate in the heart where the 

heart beats. It is necessary to have this pure motivation to love 

the Master who loves all in order that we progress in the path as 



 
 

part and parcel of the humanity and it is the whole of humanity 

that needs to evolve into the category of Real Man.  

If we consider tranquility and the state of nothingness we are 

faced with during meditation the question whether such a state 

of nothingness is the real state we are to finally arrive at. Truly 

the relaxation of the mind in this way is the beginning of 

tranquility. When we are meditating, we need to relax into a 

state of stillness, which is to say where our mind is at rest, 

without impeding the mind's clarity or lucidity. And, while we are 

practicing, there arises a variety of experiences. Some of them 

are lucid; some of them are not lucid. 

Among the experiences which arise, there are some that indicate 

defects in the meditation. To cope with wavering thoughts that 

arise in our minds during meditation is one of the problems we 

face. We are asked to ignore them but we find them as versatile 

as flying clouds, or comparing them with waves they are as 

mighty as the waves of the Ocean. We know the clouds and 

waves are not separate from the sky and ocean.  

We know that our minds move frantically in voidness and we find 

it not separating itself from the Void. Yet in the experience of 

Void there are more practical difficulties. Once we know that the 

initial Stir or Kshob and our mind are of the same nature we can 



 
 

easily appreciate the thoughts and feelings which are not 'out in 

the open' but lying deep down in the heart and making us move 

on and on. Nearer the Centre the waves are subtle yet very 

powerful and do not permit any peep into the Sanctum. Master 

said he could have a peep and was pushed out. 

Another difficulty is the experience of torpor, which has two 

varieties. There is what we could call torpor itself, and there is 

obscurity, which is a further development of that. Torpor is the 

absence of clarity, the absence of any cognitive lucidity in the 

meditation, and obscurity is even beyond that, where there is a 

thick dullness. Now, the problem with torpor and obscurity is 

that they obviously bring about the disappearance of 

mindfulness and, therefore, of alertness as well. This cannot be 

confused with the state of Nothingness which we arrive at much 

later. 

The final state of Nothingness is a direct awareness of 

Nothingness. We may remind ourselves of the basic 

mathematical principle of Zero. Every thing in the world consists 

of positive and negative elements called by various names in 

various sciences. But it is Zero that makes a thing positive or 

negative. This is what our Master tried to explain in his 

philosophy. Zero is the essence of existence. Through both sides 



 
 

of Zero the whole manifestation happens. We experience 

Nothingness or emptiness and when look into that emptiness 

itself as an object and look for its essence again we find that it is 

empty of inherent existence. This is what is termed by mystics as 

'emptiness of emptiness.' That is also the experience of many 

advanced persons amongst us. 

Another problem that arises in meditation may be called 

excitement. Excitement is when the lucidity of the mind becomes 

too intense and becomes conceptual. And, therefore, the mind 

generates lots of thoughts, past, present, and future, and so on. 

They are so many and so intense that we can not stop them or 

let go of them. Now, this can be either a pleasant or an 

unpleasant excitement. It could be excessive excitement in being 

too happy or too enthusiastic: Or it could be a feeling of deep 

unhappiness or discontentment. In either case, the result is the 

thoughts which distract us. Now, there are, obviously, a lot of 

things that can go wrong with meditation, but basically all of 

them are included within these two types of defects, torpor and 

excitement. 

When we look at torpor we need to use positive motivation to 

get rid of torpor and that will be effective, because the nature of 

torpor is a mental dullness which is, to some extent, a lack of 



 
 

motivation. Therefore, recollecting the qualities of the Master 

and recollecting the benefits of meditation can sometimes 

promote the clarity that will cut through the torpor. We should 

keep in mind that the' form of emptiness is the emptiness of the 

form'. Keeping the Master in mind always enables us to know 

this 'form of emptiness' as the state of devotion to Master. This 

is the state we find when the awareness of our self and that of 

the Master is had and we are not able to distinguish between the 

two. Out of Supreme love they appear to swallow up each other; 

but feel separate again for the joy of being two. They are not 

completely the same but neither are they different.  

Remembering the Master Pujya Babuji Maharaj while we are 

feeling void is a superior method of constant remembrance. This 

is what I called earlier as being aware of the Master in his 

presence. While offering prayer we naturally invoke the Master 

and if we do not dwell in the thoughts expressed in the Prayer 

and are unmindful of the words in the Prayer we do get into a 

state of torpor. Many aspirants have told me that they seem to 

get into the state of restfulness even as they were repeating the 

Prayer. If we make a routine ritualistic recitation we will get into 

a state of torpor and would commit the same mistake of doing 

japa or mantra recitation. 



 
 

I have tried to present the importance of proper motivation to 

practice the path and the ways in which we can handle some of 

the difficulties in sadhana based on my personal practice. I pray 

that all of us move further in the path and spread the message of 

the Master. We have the blessings of the Master and we shall 

prove worthy of being His disciples. 

* * * 

Universal Love-Development Of  

“Universal love is there where all identities seem to 

become nonentities, and Oneness alone appears to be 

pervading. When this state is developed, and someone 

likes to enhance it, then he/she should include oneself 

in it, and then adopt it to oneself. Before this, if 

someone tries to enhance the condition, then, suppose 

he/she creates love for ten persons, there remain 

twenty more to be loved. If one may like to sharpen the 

former condition, one is to conceive the state (in which 

one has included oneself) as love and love alone.” 

[30-06-1944: pg.44-45 (A.B.II - I)] 

 

 



 
 

7. అనుభవ ప ర క అ షణ  

- -ప జ   ామంచంద  మ ా   
 

ాశ త సత ా ి ఒక అనుభవప ర క అ షణ.   

అ ానుభవం ా క  పత  జ నమ  మ ఖ వసరం.  

అ షణక  అవసరమ  ెప బ ే క ర త యమ ల  ామ న  

మ నవ తమ నందు ఆచరణ గ మ ల  ావ .  డ  పపం  

ావల ిన  ా ీయ పదత ల ౖ ఆ రప , మన ామ న  తమ  

స త సంబంధమ  క న సమరవంత న నం. మన సమర 

గ ర వర ల   సమస ల ంట  ప గణంచుచు, మన ా రక, 

మ న ిక దుర లతలను, స ల  ఆయ ఃప మ ణ  దృ ిల  ఉంచు  

తన కృ ా కట మ ే మనక   అత ంత సులభమ ా  

ప ా ం ర .  ఇ  ాధ నంత అ  స ల  ాలంల  అనవసర శమ, 

పయ సల  లక ండ మహ న త జయ  తప క కల గజసుం .  

     సహజమ ర నంల  గ ర వ  తన అంతఃశక లను ప ం  

అ ిల  ణ  ఉన  శక లను ైతన మ  ా ం , గపర  

ాణ హ  ా వ ాప ా  అత  హృదయం ౖప క  



 
 

మ ంచడం జర గ త ం .  ఫ తంగ, అ ి మ ంత 

ఆనం నుభ  ందుత  ఆ కం ా ప గ సూ వ ంట డ .  

అ ి  గ ంచ  వలం సన దం అవవల ి ఉం .  ర  

మ టలల  ె ా లంట  ందుటక  త న సమరత, అరత తనక  

క టట  ే ి ా . ఈ ధం ా ఇ వరక  య ాల పర ంతమ  

రంతర శమ, పయ సల  అవసర న నంతట  ప డ  ల 

సులభంగ, బహ స ల  ాలంల , ఏ శమ లక ం  ా ంచడం 

ాధ మవ త ం . ా  దం  అనుభవప ర క ం .  ఏ ధం ాను 

మ టలల  ెప లనట , వలం పత నుభవ   గ ణగణ లను 

శదపర సుం . 

          ఈ నంల  ప  ంత ఏమన ా, ణను ం న క డ  

జ  ను ఒ ా క ి  స యమ గ ేరక న ప ట , అ సుల  

ఆ ి  ాణ హ  ా ర  చూడగ టట  ేయగలడ .   

ారణం అ ి  ాణ హ  ా ే  ఏ ై ,  స యం ా 

ే ాడ  జ  క డ  మ తం ాదు.  క డ  వ త ం ా 

సమసం ే  ఆ సమర గ ర వర ల.  ఆ ధం ా క  వ గత 

ప త ల  అ ి ౖ ఎట వంట ప ా  క  ఉండవ .  ాణ హ  



 
 

ా బ  అతడ  ప ారం ేసున ట  కనప ే  అం  ర గ 

అనంతం (Unlimited) నుం ే వసుం .  ఏ నప ట  క డ  అ ి 

ౖప క  ప ాహగమ  క ంచ  తన సంకల  శ  త నంతగ 

అ వృ  పరచు  ఉం .   

       మనసు ల  ఉంచు వల ిన తర ా  మ ఖ  షయమ  ౖ క 

కమ ణ,  గ ం  ప  ఒక ర  శద వ ంచవల ి ఉం .  తనక  

ా , తన సంసక  ా  ెడ ర  ె ే  ప  ఎన డ  ేయ ాదు.  

అత  వన నమ , ఇతర ల  వ వహ ం ే ర  మ, కర ణ 

వమ ల  ఉ ే త  ాడంబరం ాను, గర ం ాను, మ ా ద 

ప ర కం ాను ఉం .  ఇ  అత  గ డ ాం , సంతృప లక  

ారకమవ త ం .  తన సమస ాపం క బ ధ తలను, కర ా లను 

సకమం ా ర సూ  రంతర ై క ంతనల  న  ప తమ , 

ాడంబరమ  అ న  ా ం .  తన ాపం క 

బ ధ తలను ప ా స ం  గృహమ నుం  ా  ఎట వంట 

ష ల మ , ప జనమ  లక ండ ర ాడ ట ఎవ  ఎంత మ తం 

సమర యం ాదు.  ాస ా  ౖ ాగ మ  ిల వబ ే ఆ ి ల  క డ 

ాధక డ  ాపం క ాలనుం  మ క డవ డం అర దుగ 



 
 

జర గ త ం .  ై ా  అల ం ే ిన గృహసు ై ా  స ం నట  

 ా  య  ిల వబ ే వ  మ ంత ా ి అవ డ .  క ర  

మహ య డ  ల య కంగ ె ా డ . 

“భగవంత డ  బహ  ఇర ౖ అడ గ ల దూరంల నూ,  

స ి  మ ౖ  అడ గ ల దూరంల ను ఉంట డ . 

   ా  తన హృదయంల  ఆయనను ఆ ా ం ే     

గృహసు ల  ఆయన ాసం ఏర రచు  ఉంట డ .” 

         మనం జ  సర  భగవంత ను, భగవంత ల ను 

ఉండ  పయ ం . ఆయననుం  ఒక  ణంక డ ఎన ట  

దూరం ాక డదు. మనం  ి వరక  వ నప డ , మనం 

రంతరం ౖ ాగ  ి ల  ఉంట మ .  ఈ ధం ా భగవంత ట 

అనుబంధమ  పపంచం ట స ంగత ం ా ప ణ సుం .  అ ే 

జ న ౖ ాగ మ . 

      ందర  వ క ల   నంల  ంచబ న పదత ల  

ాటంతట అ  అం మ ల ా ి  స వ నన  వం  ఉన ట  

కనబడ త ర .  ా  అ  స ాదు.  సహజ మ ర ాధ  



 
 

 గ ం  ె టప డ   య ర త   దృ ి  

ను సుక ావల ి ఉంట ం .  అ ి తన మనసు ను వలం  

బ హ  అం ాల ద  ఉంచ ాదు.  దురదృషవ ాన  పజల  తమ 

దృ ి  వలం ల ంఛన ాయ న యమ ల , పదత ల ద  ఉం  

య రత  అల ం ేసు ర .  ఈ నంల  ఆ క ణ, 

ాణ హ  ా జర గ త న ప ట  అత ంత మ ఖ మ , తప  స  

అ న ఒక షయ  అ ి తనల  అ వృ  పరచు ా .  అ  

అ ా  అనుబంధంగ ఉండవల ిన భ  మల .  ఈ అం ా  

ాధక ల ప గ  త తం ేయ   కృషపరమ త  

ాజ గంల  ప శ ట ర .  మను ం ం ంచు  ఏ క మ రం 

సతతస రణ.  త  ార కల ాలను ర ం ేటప డ  వ  ాట  

ై ా ే ాలక  ేయ డ ౖ ర ంచుచున ట ాను, అందువలన అ  

 కరవ  గం ాను ం .  ఈ సులభ పద  స న వం  

అనుస ం నట ే అ  పరతత మ  ర  అను త ం సంబం  

క  వ ం ేల  ేసుం .  వలన మ క ప జనం క  ఉం .  

క  క ౖ సం ా ాల  ఏర డక ండ ఆ .  సతత స రణ 

ైవం  ా  ం ం సుం .  అ ే భ గ ప ణ సుం .  



 
 

సంకల ంల   ఉ ే ా  ించడ   ారణం.  వ  

 ఒక అల ాట గ మ ర క న ట ే ల  మ ఎంత త ర ా 

వృ ెందుత ం ో  గమ ావ .  ఇ ే ాస ా  ఆ క తంల  

ఒక మ ఖ ంశం. 

       సంసలల  ాధనక  అనుస ం ే  తరచు గ పం ా 

ఉంచు ర .  తమ సంసలల  యమప ారం ేర  

ఒప క న ా  మ త  ాట  ల ంచడం జర గ త ం .  ా  

మ ల ేశం ఏ ట  బ ా అరం ేసు  ల ాదు.  పకృ  

రహ ా ల  లవ .   ఉ ేశంల  ైవమ ా  అనుస సు మ  

పకటంచుక  ా  క డ అట వంట  ఏ  ఉండ ాదు.  మన సంసల  

అనుస ం ే పద  హృదయం ౖ నం ేయడం.  పతంజ  క డ  

పద  ేయమ  ె ా ర .  ఈ నం క  మ లసూతం గ ం  

 ‘ ాజ గ ప వం’ల  చ ం ను. ను మ   గ ం  క డ 

ెప దల చు లదు. వ  అ ిత మ నుం  ల తను స ంచుటల ను, 

అత ంత సూ  ందుటల ను  పద  అ ారం ా 

డ డ త ం .  ైవమ  సంప ర సూలర త డ .  అందువలన 

అట వంట సూ మ  మ య  ప దమ  అ న ి  ందడ  



 
 

ఈశ ర ా ి అవ త ం .  ఇ ే  నంల  అత తమ గ ణ 

షం.  ఆవరణల ర పంల  ర  న సూలత మ నుం  

అ ి మ క డగ టక   సహక సుం .  ఈ షయంల  

ాణ హ  పద  ా గ ర వ  ే  స యమ  అత ంత మ ఖ ం. ఈ 

ారణం ేత అ ి సూలత మ ను తననుం  ల ంచ  బదుల , 

 మ ంత వృ  ే  పదత ల, ాధనల నుం  దూరం ా ఉండడం 

మ ఖ వసరం.  ాంప య ిదం ా వసున  తప డ  లక  

మనమ  ఎన డ  కట బ  ఉం ాదు.  అ  ఆ ం ే ఫ లను 

సున ట  కనబడదు.  ాట  బదుల  సూ త మ  ౖప  మన 

ప గమ  ోహదం ే  ాట  మ త  మనం అవలం ం . 

     మ ి తన దృ ి  అంత ాత ౖప  మ ం నప ే జ న 

మ ి అవ డ .  అసలౖన స  తత  అ షణ అందుల  ఉం .  

 అనుస ం ే ాడ  ే నుం  సమసమ  వ ం ో  ఆ మండలంల  

తన ా  ిరపరచు  ఉంట డ . ర  మ టలల , అతడ  ప న 

మ లం  సంబం  ఏర రచుక ంట డ .  అప డ   ఉన  ఒ  

ఒక షయం  సరణ. ఇందు సం ంచబ న అ సమ  

స త ం . ను అత ంత సులభ పదత లను ెబ ను.  



 
 

అ నప ట  ందర  ాట  ఎక వగ ల టర . ారణం ా  

జ న తపన లక వడం ావచు ను. తపన సృ ించబ నప డ  

( ైవమ  ఆ ధం ా సంక ంచు ాక!) ల  ి , అ  సమస  ఎం  

ాలం పటదు.  

       మన సహచర లల  అత క ల  ా  స ప జ  అత క 

ామ ఖ త సూ యం ే మగ లౖ ఉ ర  ెప  ను 

సు ను. అ క జన ల  గడ .  అ నప ట  మన 

‘మ లమ ’ నక    ళ లక య మ .  ఇప ట  క డ  సం 

హృదయంల  ఆ ాం  ప నర ంపబ నట  కనబడడం లదు.  

ాస ా  దం  ైవకృప ౖ  ఆ రప  ఉం .  ను ా  

వ గ నంత వరక  ార   నుం  ం ెదర  ాక!   

ౖ ా ా  ఆ ాం  ం ా న ా నట ే, ను ఎం  సం షం  

మ ంత ౖప ణ ం కల మ క  ద నమ  ా  సల  ాను.  

జనుల  కంట ఔన  ం ేటట  చూడడ  కత ంత 

ఆనంద యక న షయం. ట, క డ ను అన   

గ ర వర ల క  ప ా ెల సును.  నరం ే ి గ న  మ తం 

ంతవర ;  అ   ి క  అవ  ర ంచడం క  ాధ ం 



 
 

ాద , ఇం ా ఎంతదూరం దవల ి ఉం ో  ె యద ; ఏ నప ట , 

 సహచర లవ  ఆ తర ాత ఎప ై   ప ా అరం 

ేసుక న ట ే అతడ   సమయ  సంప రంగ ంచు 

లక నందుక  ంచవల ి వసుం .  ను ప ే ప ే గ ర  

ేసున ప ట  ా  హృదయ ల  ఎందుక  చ ంచక ండ వ ంట  

ాశ ర ం క ం . ఇ  బహ శః ల   ల ాలవలన 

ావచు . 

       మన పద  ఎంత సరళ నదంట  ారణం ేత   

సమయ లల   జ న అంత ా ా  పజల  గ ంచడం ల 

కషమవ ం .  పజల  భగవంత ణ ఆయన ఎట ో  ఆ ధం ా 

స ా గ ంపక తమ అ ర చులక , అ ాలక  అనుగ ణం ా  

మనసు లల  సృ ించుక న  అ క కృ మ కల ర ాలల   

ఆ ధంగ ఆయనను ప గ మ య  శంల  పడ యడం వలన క ాల  

ఉత న మవ .  ార  ఆయనను ఆ ధం ా  ఆ ా ార .   

ఫ తంగ ా  మ యల  క క ంట ర .  ర  మ టలల  ె ా లంట 

ార  సూల ర పంల  ఉన  మ యను ఆ ా ం న ారవ ర .  

ఇప ెవ న ా   వ ంచ  ప నుక ంట, అతడ  తమను 



 
 

స ంచ పయ సు డ  ం  ా ర . అ క మ య  

వరమ లల  తమక  మ గ అదబ  ా  అ ర చులక  అనుగ ణంగ 

పల వ ల షయ లను అందజ  మ త ల  పజల  ఎక వగ 

చు క ంట ర .  అత ంత మ ఖ న  ాస ాల ఎడల శద 

వ ంచక మ  ఎవ  ల ో  ా నుం ే  ం ల  అ ించడం 

ార  ామ న ంగ ే  ర ాట .  జ  ా ల  అ క లక  మ  

ర  ఎట వంట క లదు.  ార  తమ ాపం క ల ల  

ర ర  మ త  ేవ ళను, ేవతలను అంట ట క  ఉంట ర .  

ై ా  ఆ ా ం ే ార  క డ ందర ండవచు .  అ  ఏ ో  సందర ం ా 

మ త  అ  క డ వలం ా  ా ర ప జ ల .  ాస ా  ార  

 ధ న ఆ క ణను ంద  అర ల  ార .  

సమర ల  ార .  య ా  మనం ‘ఐక త’ ౖప  పయ సుండ ా 

ార  మ క పక  ‘ ౖ ధ మ ’ ౖప క  పయ  న ా సూ 

ఆల చ  ప ా  అ క న  మ ాలల  న ిసు ర .  ఆ ధంగ 

మన వ  శ  న  మ ాలల  ప ంపబడడం వలన 

బల న  భగ ం ాబ  ాశ త సత ా ి  మన పయ ల  ౖఫల ం 

ెందు .  ా రణం ా అట వంట వ క లను మన సత ంగంల  



 
 

ేర ను.  ఎందువలనంట, ా   శమం  ష లం అవ త ంద  

 నమ కం.   ఫ తం ా ా  రక   ాల  వృ  

ేయడంకంట ఆ క ప జనం సం త ిం ే తర లక   

ఉప ం .   

       ఈ నంల  ఏ క పరతత న ఆ ై ా ాధనక  తప  మ  

ే  ఎంత మ తం అవ ాశం లదు.   ాట  ేవ ళ , ేవతల 

ఆ ాధనను న ా ంచడం అ  ఏమ తం ాధ ం ాదు.   

టలనంత బల నత ఎవ న ఉన ట ే,  

టమ  నత  ర ం ంచలను.  ా  అట వంట సందర ంల  

అత  పగ  ను బ ధు ణ ాలను.  అవసరం ల    

ట  ార  ిదం ా లనప డ , తర మ ాల రక  తర ల 

వదక  ా ందుక  ళ వల ి వసుం ?  ార  తర మ ాల , 

పదత ల ంట పడడ , మనుస ం ే ల  ా  గటనమ కం 

లద , తమ హృదయ ంతరంల  ల  ఏ ో  తప , ల ా  

గ ం ర  ర ిసుం .  స న   చూపమ  ంత ాలం 

ఆ ైవకృప  శద  ా ంచడ  ారనుస ంచదగ ఏ క మ రం.  పత  

దర నం కల ాధన సం అనుభవప ర క న ఆ క 



 
 

ణ  అనుస ంచడం మ ఖ వసరం.   మనక  స న 

మ రదర కత ం ా ా .  గం లనుం  ం ే మ రదర కత ం ఏమంత 

ల భ యకం ాదు. అ  తరచు తప  పటం , అప డప డ  

పమ దకరంగ క డ ప ణ సుం .  గం లల  ం న పదత ల  

బ హ  షయ లను మ త  స ృ సూ తరచు కమక డ .  

మందుల రను ాట గ ణగణ లను గం లల  చ నంత మ న ఒక 

వ  ఎన ట  స న ౖదు డ  ాలడ .  అ ే ధం ా ఒక వ  ైవం, 

ఆత  దలౖన ాట గ ం , మ రమ నగల ధ ఆ క ిత ల 

గ ం  బ హ  క ప జ  సం ా ం నంత మ తమ న ల  

ం న  ఎన ట  ెప లడ .  మ పండ  ర  ప ా 

గ ంచడం వలం ప స ాలల   గ ం న వరనను చ నంత 

మ న ాధ ం ాదు.  వంటకం క  ర  దర నం  

నడంల  ఉం  అ  ా త అంద  ె ిన ే.   

      ఆ క మ రంల  పజలక  మ రదర కత ం వ ామ  

ెప క  ట గ ర వ ల  పజలక  ా  ప గమనం గ ం  

తప డ  ఆశల  క ం  అట వంట మ ాల  అనుస ంచమ  

త ార . పజల  క  తమ ౖప నుం  మనుస ంచ 



 
 

వల ిన ా ెప బ న పదత ల  ా  క, మ న ిక, ఆ క 

పగ  సంబం ం న ా ల ా అ   అరం ే ి  ఎన ట  

పయ ంచర .  అ క ల షయంల  ార  పగ  ా ం నట ా 

ంచబ నప ట , ాస ా  ార  వ, మ య, బహ లను 

గ ం న క ాదమ లం ే ఎక వగ క  ఉన ట  

కనబడ ం .  పజల  ఒక మ త  దర  నప డ  ా  

మ  తర న మ ఖ ేశమ  ఉండదు.  ా  ా రణంగ  

మ త  చర య ం ాలవ .  అట వంట సమస లక  

ప ా రమ రం ఒక ళ లభ నప ట  అ  ా  ఆ క 

ప జ  ఏ ధం ా ౖ  ఉపక సుం  ల  అ  పశ  ప డ  

ఉత న మవ త ం .  లదనడ   స న జ ాబ  

ననుక ంట ను.  అప డ  వలన ా  క న ప జనం 

ఏ ట? అ  వలం మ న ిక తర  ా  ర  ాదు. 

       అ క మం  పజల  కటల  తడవ ల డ క ంట ర .  ార  

ాళ  ై ా  ప ధుల గ ల ాయ  ార .  ార  చ ణ  

జ  ట  ఉ ర .  మ ి , మ ి  మధ న, మ ి , 

తర వ లక  మధ న ఉన  రతమ  ార  



 
 

గ ంచలక త ర . మ ి అన ా ఎవర ?  మ నవత ం  ం న 

ా ే మ ి.  స న అరంల  ఒక మ ి  అతడ  ఏ ధం ా ఉం ల  

అట వంట మ ి ా ేయగల ా ే అసలౖన మ ి.  అత ే 

య రమ నక  సంప ర మ నవ డ .  అతడ  అట వంట ాడ  

ఏ ధం ా ర ంచగలమ ?  అతడ  అసమ న అ ా రణ 

షయ లను పద ం ే మ ం క డ  ా , ఇందజ లక డ  ా  

ాజ లడ .  ా  భక లల  అట వంట ఇందజ లక ల  అ క మం  

ఉండవచు .  ార  క ష పమ ణంల  క డ జ  భక ల  ార .  

అ నప ట  ా ా ధంగ నటం ే కపట ల .  ా  జపమ లల  ప  

ప సను పట క  “ ా  , ా  ”అ  అంట  ఉంట ర , ా  ా  

హృదయం మ తం ఆ వంనుం  ఎక ో  ర గ ల డ త  ఉంట ం . 

      పజలల  అత క ల  భ  ాడ త , “జయ, జయ” 

నమ లను ేయడం వ  చూ ావ .  త పట లను, 

గహమ ర లను ఆ ర ప ారం ఆ ా ంచడం ా  అల ాట .  ా  

కథల  - ాట వరణల  భ  ాధ ల ;  ప త గంథ ా ాయణ 

ఆ ాధన; చర ల , ఉప ాల జ న ి , బ ధక ల , ప రక ల  క డ 

తక వ లదు.  ఎవ  దగర  ళం , అతడ  క  ఏ ో  ఒకట 



 
 

అనుస ంచమ  ెబ డ .  ార  ే  ఆ ా ట లక  సమస ఆ ాశం ఆ 

డవ  ప ధ సుం .  అప ట  క డ అ  ా  హృదయ లల  

ప ం ంచక వడ  అ టకన  తం.  ఇంత డవ, ఆ ా టం 

ే ినప ట , ార  ఎప డూ ఎక డ ఉ  ప డ  క డ అక ే 

ఉంట ర .  ందవల ిన  ందడం లదు, ట వల ిన  

ట నూ లదు.  ా  భ  ఆ ాధనను పద ంచ  ార  

ల ిం ర , జ ిం ర , సు ం ర , దుః ం ర  ా  అదం  

ష జనం. అ నప ట  ార  మ  భక లమ  ార ,  

మ త ల ా ంపబడ ర .  దం  నటనక  ప ఫలం ా 

ల ం న .  ార  ా  భక లల  గ ర ా  ందు ర .  ా  

గడ ా  ె టన  ంత మ త . 

    ామ న  పజల  ా రణంగ అనుస ం ే ఆ ాధ  పదత లల  

అ క న  ఒక ధం ా ాక న  మ ధం ా ౖ  గడ ర ాలన  

అనడం అసమంజసం ాదు.  ాటయందు అను ాగమ  ా , మ ా , 

శరణ గ  ా  బ ా ఉండవ .  స షం ా ార  ే దం  

తమను మ  తృ ిపరచు  ా  ార  ఆ ా ం ే ేవ ళ ను తృ ి 

పరచుటక  ాదు.   ం య ల  స త సంబంధం 



 
 

ఉండ టవలన ఇ ొక న న క.  ర  మ టలల  ె ా లంట, 

ా ల ాలం ం య లల  క ప  ఉంట ర .  అ  ఒక 

అరర త న వం ా కనబడ త ం .  ఈ ారణం ా , ార  ఎం  

కషప  నటం నప ట , ార  ఆ అ ార ైవకృపను ాశ తం ా 

ట క న ార ా ర .        

న ంతట  క  వ ంచడంల  క  గల ఒ  ఒక ఉ ేశం, 

అట వంట బ హ పర న మ ఖసు  పదర నల  హృదయంల  

అంతః ైత  ల లప  ఎంతమ తం ప ావ   

మనసు ల  దృఢ న అ ాయ  క ంచ .  ఇదం  

ం య లక  సంబం ం న ాపం క ాంఛల ర .  జ  ట  

అం ే లదు.   ారణం ఒక షయ ాంఛ న ంట   

ానంల  మ కట ౖ  లసుం .  అందువలన  ాధనల  ాంఛల , 

కల వలనుం  మనక  మ  క ం ే మ ా  చూపవ .   

ఫ తంగ ాటవలన ఎట వంట పత  ప జనం లదు. 

      జ న భ  ం య లక  సంబం ం న ఎట వంట క 

ాంఛ ఉండదు.  అ  జ న ఆ ాం  ించబడ త ం .  అ  



 
 

ఎట వంట ఆ ాం  అంట, అ  నప డ   ానంల  మ క  

ప ట యక, సమస ఆ ాం లను అంత ం సుం .  య ా  అ  

మన య తక  అం మ గమ న మ లమ  క  స ృ .  

సహజం ా  మ లమ  క  స ృ  ైవస రణను మన హృదయంల  

స వం ా ఉంచుత ం . అ ే ధం ా ైవస రణ క డ మన హృదయంల  

మ లమ  క  స ృ  స వం ా ఉంచుత ం .  జ  అ  

అంతమ  ల  అంతమ .   రక  ప ే తపన కత  ప  

అ తం ా ఉంట ం .  అ  ఇం య ప  క డ అ తం ా ఉంట ంద  

 ెప నవసరం లదు.  ామ న ంగ  ాశ త సత  ా ి అ , 

ఐక మ , గమ మ , అంతమ  అరం ే ి ంట ర . 

     ౖగల అను ా ా   ధం ా “సతతస రణమ ” అ  

వ ంచవచు .  జ  భ  అంట అ ే.  ానట ే అ  వలం 

అప స  అవ త ం .  అందువలన  గడ అ  మ త  

అనగలం.  గడ ే ా , ే ంచుక న ా  ద  క డ 

కరం.  ఒక చకవ  తన చుట  త ాఠక లను క వ ంట అతడ  

ఆ ారణం ా పమ దంల  క డం తథ ం.  అందు ేత అతడ   

ెడ ను అ కట  క న చర లను ి ా .  ఆ ప జనం 



 
 

ర ర  పకృ  క డ ఒక ార కమ  బహ శః అనుస ం ే 

ఉంట ం .  ఏ నప ట  ఫ తమ  నంతట ే ాలకమంల  

ల గ ల  వసుం .    

 

* * * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

8. సమర గ ర  ప జ  ల ల  – ాణ హ   

-  . ి. ాయణ  

   125 సంవత రమ ల తమ  వ త మ  ప జ  ల ల  ర పమ  

ఫ ేఘ  ల  బసం   పంచ డ  అవత ం ం .  మ నవ తమ  

య ం క మ య  ాం క పగ  అలవడ త న ల .  దు త  

మ య  అణ ాసమ  ఇం ా జృం ంచ  ల .      

   అ , వ త మ నక  ె య  ఏమ ంట ం ?  ాబ వ  

ల  మ నవ ణ ఎంత ా గజ ర సుం ో  ె ి అట దురవసనుం  

త ి ంచ  మ ా షణ ే ి, ాణ హ యను వ శ  

భగవంత నుం  సం ా ం  మ నవక ణ  ం న 

ప ణ మ  సమర గ ర వ  ప జ  ల ల .  తన తమం  

మ నవ ల  య న  ాశ క పవృత లను ఎల  భగవ   పరం ా 

మ ంచగల , మ య  య త  ఆల చనల  ై కం ెయ వ  

అ  అం ాల ౖ తన దృ ి  మర  తగ లను కను  ాట  

మనకం ంచ  కృ ి ే ిన మహ య డ  ఆయన.  అంతకంట క డ 

ఆయన తన  ను తన ియ ష డ న మన బ బ ల  



 
 

ఐక మ  నూత  ఆ క అ యం ారంభం ా ం ర .  ఆ 

లయ  మనక  షమ , మన ప జ  బ బ ా ా, 

భగవంత డ  ప ా ంచ  డ ం .  ఇ  ఆ క చ తల  క  

 ఎర గ .  ఒక అవ రం క  సమయమ  మ యక మ ను  

అంతట మ  పభ ంచడమ  ఇంతక  మ ందు ఎప డూ జర గలదు.  

మ నవ  దుర , ప జ  ల ల  ా  అ ార మ, మన ప జ  

బ బ  ా  అం త వమ  ఇట అ ా  కల గ ే ిం .  ప జ  

ల ల  ార  బహ  కషమ న అ ాంగ ా  మనంద  

ల ప ేల  సులభతరం ే ి మనక  ఒక నూత  గ మ ా  

ప జ  బ బ  ా అంద ే ార .  ఆత , పరబహ ంల  నమవడం 

అంట అ ే ో  స సుల , ప ాజక ల  ే ప య , అ  

సం ార లక  ల పడద  మ ఢ నమ ా  ాద , అ  ఎంత 

సుల  ె య ే  పద  మనక  అనుగ ం ర .  ఆత   యంట 

మననం ే  శ  క య ం  కదల త య ం ేద య , బహ   

యంట మననం ే  శ  క య ం  ర గ త య ం ేద  డమ  

ె ి ,  అందర  ా ంచగల సమరత క య ర  ె ి  

మనంద  బహ స ర ప ల ా కమ , ఇ  మన జన హక  



 
 

పబ ం న మ మ ి ప జ  ల ల .  మన ా ా  

మ లపట న ా రక సుఖమ లపట క.  క, ాపం క 

షయమ లం స  మ న గ  ాటనుం  వడలనట వంట మన 

ౌ ా గ ప  ి  మనలను ఎట  అశక ల ా ంచుచున ో  

ఎ న ాడ న ఆ మ య డ , మనక  మన ప జ  బ బ  

ా , మనలను మన గమ ం ే ల  సర సమర ా మలచ  

తను  ఆహ  ే ి న  మ య  జన నం, బసంతపంచ , 

సర మ న ా  పర నం.  న డ  న  ాట:  ఎంత  

గడ దు, ఏమ  నుడ వ దు, ఔ ా ఈ ంతను కను న ా ... ం ే 

మ  - - ప వ ాయ న  మనలను, మ నవ ల ా ే ి మ ి ా 

ెయ గల పద  య ందంట ం ే మ .  అ  జమ  అనుభవం ా 

మనక  ెల సు.  ె ిన  పంచు వడం ఎ న ారల ౖజం. 

సహ వవత , సహ  భ నక  ... 

 

ఓం ాం ః ాం ః ాం ః.                      

         (సత పధమ  : బసం   సం క :1998  : 5-2)      
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

Determination              
                            - Pujya Babuji Maharaj 

What I want is that all of you rise as sun of spirituality!  

But how is it possible? 
When you do not let the shadow of earth eclipse the sun  
 
And when that is possible?   
When you orbit in such a way as your movement be direct.  
 
How to find this orbit?  How to move direct?   
By keeping the destination in full view.  
 
How to remember the destination?  
By becoming one with it  
 
And when can a person be one with that?   
When you lose yourself.  
 
And how to lose oneself?   
By bearing no other thought in the heart than that  
 
And how is that possible?  
By practice 
 
How practice is possible?   
Through love and interest. 
  
How love and interest can be engendered?  
By remembering constantly.  
And how constant remembrance be cultivated? 
Through determination. 

How determination is possible? 
When we gird up our loins to sacrifice our pleasures and to shake 
off idleness. 

 



 
 

 
TRAINING PROGRAMME 

 

 Institute of Sri Ramchandra Consciousness, 

Hyderabad is conducting free Training Programme 

for those who are interested in Pranahuti Aided 

Meditation for consecutive two days on Second 

Saturday and Second Sunday of every month.  The 

training programme will be conducted at 

“IMPERIENCE” training centre.  Those who are 

interested may contact over telephone or log onto 

our website www.sriramchandra.in for registrations. 

 
IMPERENCE 

Centre for reaserch and Training in  
Pranahuti Aided Meditation 

5th Floor, Laxmi Paza, Entrenchment Road, 
East Marredpally, Secunderabad – 500 026 

Ph: 040 - 27731223 
 

     


